
Race 1   5–4–3 
His Boy Elroy  Has the class angle completely covered in this 
one and draws a vulnerable group. Could be his time to shine. 
Sports Zipper Has raced well his first couple starts on red soil 
and looks to be getting better every week. 
Arrived Late  Had a solid qualifier and we see him getting a 
piece of it. 
Value Play   His Boy Elroy
 
 
Race 2   1–4–6 
Frivolous Appeal  Comes into this one off a huge qualifier and 
draws the rail with Spence back in the bike. Could be lights out 
in here from the start. 
Howmacs Hank  Qualified well free-legged so we see him as a 
big factor today. 
Manlicious  A bit of a wildcard from the outside but the speed 
is definitely there so we’ll play him in our tickets. 

 
Race 3   1–3–2 
Cinder Angelina  The veteran mare was mighty good her last 
start in Charlottetown from the same post in the same class. 
Repeat time? 
Fusspot  Had to settle for second against our top pick her last 
outing so no reason to expect any different today. 
Dorabella  This mare is just getting back into racing shape and 
we like her chances from post 2. 

 
Race 4   5–1–4 
Ruby Rae Crow  This entire race is a wide open affair and this 
mare shows the best qualifier so we’ll side her way. 
Pleasing Pink  The post draw improves her chances. 
Starshipsalicia  Was interfered with in her qualifier so we’ll 
ignore that line and use her as a part of it.
 
 
Race 5   3–8–7 
Morien Bay  Had a nice two-year-old campaign that incredibly 
never had a winning mile in it. His maiden status could easily 
be shed today. 
Nolans Magic Shui  Qualified April 30 and now surfaces 23 
days later telling us that trainer Rennie was not happy with 
the performance and made some tweaks to this green colt. If 
the kinks are ironed out he could surprise us in just his second 
lifetime start. 
Cantstopthelovin  You can’t beat breeding and this unraced 
filly has the pedigree to be a superstar. We’ll be keeping a close 
eye on her. 

 
Race 6   6–5–4 
Silver Spirit  Was a very talented rookie and qualified well 
enough to give us the confidence to place him on top. 
Billy Bayama  Is a bit of a question mark but did lots of good 
things in his past so we’ll use him as part of it. 
Ironside Seelster  Similar to our second pick this horse comes 
from Ontario and without seeing him in pari-mutuel action 
we’ll place him for third with a ‘wait and see’ attitude. 
 

Race 7   3–6–2 
Southwind Bronn  Has been handling himself well against 
some tough customers so far in the season so we’ll treat him as 
the one to beat. 
Tylers Beach Boy  This has horse has been exceptional in 2022 
and will be heard from again today. 
Double Terror  Came a large back-half to dominate his 
qualifier and could surprise some people in this class today. 
Longshot Play   Double Terror 
 

Race 8   2–1–5 
Better Than Cash  Was taken back in his first start and was a 
non-factor but with the drop in class and move three spots to 
the left we expect him to be aggressive from the start and land 
on the wire first. 
Elroy Shiner  Has already won a race on the toughest circuit 
in the nation this year and draws the rail so he will be sure to 
show us what he is made of today. 
Coasttocoastshark  Was a runner-up in the fog his last start 
but will give us a clearer picture of his 2022 prospects today. 
Don’t leave him out. 
 

Race 9   4–6–2 
Woodmere Bankroll  Romped in Truro his last start. Could 
today be more of the same? 
Bludhaven  The main threat to our top pick after a great start 
to 2022. 
Catchme If Lou Can  Gets a better draw and an easier class 
than his last start so he should be in the thick of things. 
 

Race 10 3–1–4 
Moonwriter  No question about it: this is his race to lose. 
Heart And Soul  Has a big kick at the end so this short field 
should be to his liking. 
Hunger Pangs  It will be a sprint to the finish and this guy will 
have lots to say in the outcome. 
Most Probable   Moonwriter 
 

Race 11   1–3–6 
Soccer Hanover  Controls the rail after defeating one of the 
best sophomore colts in Eastern Canada last week. He is the 
one to beat. 
Flowersonthebeach  Has a start under his belt so we see him 
being even better today. 
Winter Blast  Finished in the top three a total of 22 times last 
season so we know this guy can have a big part to play. 
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